
SUMMER INTENSIVE 
WEEKEND 2021

WITH ANIBAL LAUTARO AND VALERIA MASIDE!!



DEAR TANGUEROS:
We are very happy to present you a new proposal for this summer, several of you asked us to organize something in the summer here in Belgium 
and here we are after a lot of work our intensive summer weekend tango Belgium 2021 edition.

The idea is to take all our experience in different types of events and adapt it to this very special 2021.

On this occasion, the location is magnificent, with a super large party room, a room with a lot of air circulation, comfortable and spacious for us to 
have a great time, it is in the middle of beautiful gardens within the wonderful castle Château de Limont .

In addition, the castle has a hotel with 20 rooms and a wonderful restaurant. Our proposal is about 3 days and 2 nights, where we will give a 
seminar to connect with ourselves and to connect with the other, we believe that it is very important and healthy to return to dance in an intense 
but calm way, so everything will be focused on finding ourselves more comfortable in the dance to express ourselves better and enjoy the dance 
more and be more confident.

The seminar consists of 11 hours spread over 3 days, plus 2 milongas, (one informal and one gala) on Saturday night.

We also have a breakfast at the hotel, 2 dinners of 3 services and a great Argentine farewell barbecue on Sunday. We believe that this is going to 
be a great opportunity to reconnect with our dance and with others.  Promotional price: € 390 p/p half board (VALID UNTIL 30/6/2021). After that 
date the price is € 420 p/p.

The location is magnificent and all the rooms are large and comfortable. We want this reunion to be fantastic !!

Just bring your desire to have fun and share, we take care of the rest, you know!

We hope to see you!

All the classes and the organization is in charge of Anibal and Valeria, with the help of Florencia our assistant, if you have any questions you can 
send an email or messages by WhatsApp!

A big hug to all and long live TANGO



PROGRAM:
 FRIDAY 13/8: ARRIVAL                                                             SUNDAY 15/8:   
10:30 hs - Appetizer                                                                  - Breakfast                 

12:00 - 14:00 hs - Classes                                                        11:00 - 13:30 hs - Review class

16:00 - 18:00 hs - Classes                                                        13:30 hs - Farewell Argentine barbecue

18:30 hs - Dinner

21:00 - 00:30 hs - Milonga

SATURDAY 14/8:   
- Breakfast

11:00 - 13:00 hs - Classes

16:00 - 18:30 hs - Classes

19:00 hs - Dinner

21:30 hs - Gala Milonga



3 DAYS AND 2 NIGHTS:



COMFORTABLE ROOMS



CLASSES + MILONGAS:





HALF BOARD (BREAKFAST AND DINNER)
Drinks at dinners ARE NOT INCLUDED



ARGENTINIAN BARBECUE: Drinks are 
included.



RELAX MOMENT...





● Promotional price: € 390 half board.(VALID UNTIL 15/6/2021) 

After that date the price is € 420. 



MORE INFO: 
Email: anibalyvaleriatango@gmail.com

                                       Instagram: anibal.valeria.tango
                                       Facebook: aniballautaro.valeriamaside

                                       Web: www.elabrazo.be

mailto:anibalyvaleriatango@gmail.com
https://www.instagram.com/anibal.valeria.tango?fbclid=IwAR2tGnTi1chwEAONHxLEQIFRf-tgHL7x7oHKtymoy1WPaquT92h1iG5VkuE
https://www.facebook.com/aniballautaro.valeriamaside/
http://www.elabrazo.be

